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Abstract
The explosive growth of data increases the storage needs,
especially within servers, making DRAM responsible for
more than 40% of the total system power. Such a reality
has made researchers focus on energy saving schemes that
relax the pessimistic DRAM circuit parameters at the cost
of potential faults. In an effort to limit the resultant risk of
critical data disruption, new methods were introduced that
split DRAM into domains with varying reliability and power.
The benefits of such schemes may have been showcased
on simulators but have neither been implemented on real
systems with a complete software stack, nor have been com-
bined with any energy-reliability OS management policies.
In this paper, we are the first to implement and evaluate HaR-
Mony, a heterogeneous-reliability memory framework, in
conjunctionwith QoS-aware energymanagement policies on
a server with a complete virtualization stack. HaRMony over-
comes the practical restrictions stemming from default hard-
ware specifications, which were neglected in prior works, by
introducing a software-based memory interleaving scheme.
Furthermore, we expose the capabilities of HaRMony to the
QEMU-KVM hypervisor through two unique policies. The
first policy enables the hypervisor to seek themost power effi-
cient DRAM circuit parameters based on the server availabil-
ity requested by the user. The second policy enables users to
exploit the inherent application error-resiliency by allowing
them to limit the error protection mechanisms and allocate
data structures on variably-reliable memory domains. Our
evaluation shows that HaRMony reduces the performance
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overhead incurred due to disabling hardware interleaving
from 29.3% down to 1.1% and leads to 17.7% DRAM energy
savings and 8.6% total system energy savings on average in
case of native execution of 28 benchmarks on an ARMv8-
based server. Finally, we demonstrate that our QoS-aware
scaling governor integrated with QEMU-KVM can dynami-
cally scale the DRAM parameters, while reducing the system
energy by 8.4% and meeting the targeted QoS even under
extreme temperatures.
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1 Introduction
The rapid increase of virtualized Cloud services and the
exponential growth of generated data [7] drives the need
for higher memory density and bandwidth in common and
emerging Edge servers. As a result, recent projections fore-
cast that the DRAM subsystem will soon be responsible for
more than 40% of the overall power consumption within
most multicore systems [24], highlighting the need for new
energy-efficient memory schemes. However,reducing the
DRAM energy consumption is challenging due to the con-
ventional adoption of pessimistic DRAM circuit parameters.
In fact, DRAM manufacturers, in an effort to limit the po-
tential faults, adopt a high operating supply voltage (VDD )
and refresh rate (TREF I ), which are selected according to
the assumed rare worst-case conditions [10]. Such an ap-
proach might guarantee error-free storage of data, but the
incurred power and performance overheads raise doubts
about its viability, especially as the spread in cell retention
times within- and across- DRAM chips increases. Such a
challenge has attracted the interest of many studies, the ma-
jority of which proposed to relax TREF I for the cells with
high retention times [4, 5, 41, 42, 55]. Nonetheless, prior
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studies [57] revealed that the retention time of each cell
varies dynamically [54, 57], which limits the effectiveness
of the above schemes since the error-free properties of the
cells cannot be guaranteed. To address any potential mem-
ory errors, schemes like error detection and correction codes
(ECC) [40, 51, 71] or checkpoint and restart (CR) mecha-
nisms [21, 30] could be deployed, however such schemes
incur power and performance overheads.

Alternative studies [20, 44, 55, 66] tried to limit these over-
heads by exploiting the inherent error resilient properties of
various applications and storing only few critical data struc-
tures in well protected arrays operating under the nominal
parameters, that are consuming increased power, while al-
lowing resilient/non-critical data to be stored on low energy,
less reliable arrays [45, 68]. A scheme [44], that gained a lot
of attention in this context, splits the memory space into
a region operated under nominal circuit parameters and a
region operated under relaxed parameters which may be
more prone to errors but consumes less energy.
The benefits of Heterogeneous-Reliability Memory (HRM)

have been showcased on simulators [34, 44] but have never
been implemented and evaluated on real systems with a com-
plete virtualization stack. As a result, previous studies have
not considered fundamental architectural specifications that
may impede the realization of HRM in real systems. In fact, in
modern DRAM subsystems, Hardware Memory Interleaving
(HardInterlv) is typically being used for distributing consec-
utive memory accesses across multiple memory channels
and thus improving performance. Such a mechanism essen-
tially hinders the implementation of the HRM framework as
it does not allow splitting of memory into regions with vary-
ing reliability, thus making all existing related works prac-
tically unrealistic if HardInterlv is not addressed properly.
Furthermore, it is not yet clear how to automatically manage
the energy-reliability trade-offs enabled by HRM to meet a
specified Quality of Service (QoS) and how to expose such
a framework to users, especially in real virtualized systems.
Prior works [44, 45] rely mainly on user-guided management
of the energy-reliability trade-offs in non-virtualized systems
without any dynamic adaptation of DRAM circuit param-
eters and QoS guarantees. Some works [45, 55] may have
sketched possible software support for HRM, but have never
implemented and evaluated any governor that automatically
scales DRAM operating parameters.
In this paper, we present HaRMony, the first practical

implementation of HRM on actual servers with a complete
software stack. We provide fully functional HRM domains in
the Linux kernel and make them transparently available in
the KVM/QEMU virtualization stack. We overcome the chal-
lenge of servers lacking hardware support to allocate and
manage HRM by a new software-defined memory interleav-
ing scheme. Our scheme enables effective memory power
and reliability management at the granularity of DIMMs
with minimal performance overhead.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We quantify the cost of disabling hardware interleav-
ing on a real server showing that it can lead to an ex-
ecution time overhead of up-to 228%. To address this
challenge, we implement HaRMony, an HRM frame-
work, that enables the selective allocation of data on
variably-reliable domains. HaRMony utilizes a novel
software-based memory interleaving technique, which
limits the performance overhead caused by disabling
HardInterlv.

• We provide a new and intuitive API for using HRM dur-
ing both bare-metal execution in Linux and virtualized
execution in the QEMU-KVM hypervisor.

• We present two novel policies to manage energy-QoS
trade-offs using HRM on virtualized servers: An auto-
mated policy which is transparent to the user; and a
user-guided policy. We present a first of its kind gov-
ernor that can transparently and dynamically adjust
the DRAM circuit parameters at varying temperatures
to maximize energy savings, while meeting the QoS
targeted by the user.

• We present a new experimental memory thermal
testbed that allows us to evaluate the efficiency of
HaRMony operating various temperatures.

• We evaluate the energy-QoS management policies and
governor in terms of their performance overhead and
energy savings using a wide range of applications from
several domains. Our study shows that HaRMony de-
creases the average performance overhead of a naive
HRM implementation from 29.3% down to 1.1% during
bare-metal execution of 28 SPECCPU2006 benchmarks
and down to 6.1% in 10 virtualized workloads. Finally,
HaRMony saves on average 8.6% and 8.4% of the sys-
tem energy for native and virtualized executions, re-
spectively. Such savings are shown for the first time
on a real server and substantially exceed the savings
(about 1%) demonstrated in previous simulator-based
studies [44].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the DRAM background and related challenges,
while Section 3 presents the proposed framework. Section 4
presents the implementation of HRM on a real server and
discusses the evaluated workloads. Section 5 analyses the
evaluation results. Section 6 discusses related research stud-
ies. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2 Background and Challenges
2.1 DRAM Basics
DRAM Organization. A main memory subsystem based
on DRAM is organized into memory channel units (MCUs),
as shown in Figure 1. MCUs support a number of DRAM
modules, i.e., Dual In-line Memory Modules (DIMMs). Each
DIMM consists of ranks, usually two. Ranks house a number



Figure 1. AppliedMicro X-Gene 2 processor block diagram
and internal structure of the DRAM hierarchy.

of banks each of which is a two-dimensional array composed
of cells. DRAM cells consist of an access transistor and a
capacitor that holds the data in the form of electric charge.

DRAM Circuit Parameters. Each capacitor of the
DRAM cells leaks electric charge through the transistor and
eventually may lead to a complete loss of the stored informa-
tion. The period during which the information stored in a
DRAM cell can be retrieved correctly is called the retention
time of that cell. To maintain the integrity of the data stored
in cells, the charge of each capacitor must be periodically
refreshed.
A refresh mechanism is employed to regularly replenish

the charge by issuing a refresh command. During the refresh
DRAM is not available, leading to both performance and
power penalties even when the memory is idle. Convention-
ally, the refresh rate [32] of each row in DDR3 DRAMs is
set by manufacturers to TREF I = 64ms . Such a TREF I is set
based on the minimum retention time of all the cells, which
is estimated based on assumed worst-case operating condi-
tions. However, recent studies [37, 42] have shown that only
a very small number of cells needs to be refreshed that often.

Interleaving. To improve thememory performance, mod-
ern servers implement memory interleaving [22, 74]. Inter-
leaving enables the uniform distribution of consecutive ac-
cesses across different MCUs, maximizing the memory band-
width. In modern servers, interleaving is implemented at the
hardware level (HardInterlv), so that the bandwidth of all the
channels can be utilized concurrently. Figure 2a illustrates
how physical memory addresses are distributed across the
MCUs when HardInterlv is enabled in a systemwith 4 MCUs.
We see that the physical addresses of each allocation, e.g.
0x00000-0x00100 (colored in green), are spread uniformly
across all MCUs enabling the parallel use of the channels
and minimizing the number of channel conflicts.

2.2 Heterogeneous-Reliability Memory
A popular scheme to allow operation under relaxed DRAM
circuit parameters is HRM, where the memory is split into
two domains: a reliable domain which contains DIMMs op-
erating under nominal parameters and a variably-reliable
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Figure 2. Allocations on a system with (a) HardInterlv; (b)
HardInterlv disabled and (c) SoftInterlv.

domain which operates under relaxed (low power but prone
to errors) parameters [44]. In such a scheme, data can be allo-
cated on the different reliability domains depending on their
critically (usually specified by users). Particularly, the reliable
domain is used to store the critical data, such as the OS data
or application data that cannot tolerate errors. The critical
data are allocated in this domain, since any error that occurs
in such data may result in an abnormal program behavior or
even a system crash. While less critical data can be allocated
in the variably-reliable domain, where DIMMs operate un-
der relaxed parameters, and thus reduce the DRAM power.
However, the user should ensure that errors in these data
are handled by software and will not result in catastrophic
program failures.

Recent schemes [26, 44] evaluated HRM in simulators but
have never investigated if it is possible to implement it on
a real system with a fully-fledged OS. In fact, many of the
proposed approaches [14, 23, 40, 42] require modifications
of the memory controller, which deem them impractical [39,
48].
Challenge I: Hardware-based Interleaving. Further-
more, HardInterlv poses a challenge to the implementation
of HRM since all data are distributed across MCUs when it
is enabled. Thereby, due to HardInterlv, the critical data are
also distributed across all MCUs, even those that operate
under relaxed DRAM parameters. As a result, the integrity
of the critical data may be compromised, which may lead to
system or program crashes. To address this challenge, each
MCU should have a separate, distinguishable, address space,
which implies that HardInterlv must be disabled.

However, disabling HardInterlv (NonInterlv) may result
in a performance degradation for memory-bound applica-
tions. In fact, our evaluation of the NonInterlv configura-
tion showed that such an overhead can reach up-to 228%.
This overhead can be attributed to the decreased utilized
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memory bandwidth as the MCUs are not utilized in par-
allel. For example, Figure 2b illustrates how the physical
addresses are distributed across MCUs for the NonInterlv
configuration. Specifically, we see that all the addresses from
0x00000-0x00100 range (colored in green) are assigned to
a single MCU, as opposed to the HardInterlv configuration.
Thus, the memory bandwidth in this case is limited by the
maximum bandwidth of one MCU compared to the four
MCUs that are available when HardInterlv is enabled.

2.3 Operating System and Virtualization
In modern cloud-based data centers, the cores and memory
are virtualized to enable running virtual machines (VMs)
and shared between several users. A typical virtualization
stack consists of the underlying hardware, the host operating
system (OS), the virtualization framework (e.g. KVM and
QEMU) and management tools (e.g. libvirt), as shown in
Figure 3.
All state-of-the-art servers supporting virtualization use

hypervisors to create, run and coordinate VMs. Linux OS in-
tegrates virtualization capabilities through a module, which
allows the Linux kernel to operate as a hypervisor, the most
popular of which is KVM [11]. QEMU [3] runs jointly with
KVM and orchestrates the management of VMs, creating of
virtual devices, checkpointing and restarting of VMs.

Libvirt is a virtualization management library, which is
used with both QEMU-KVM and a range of hypervisors. It
consists of three utilities namely - an API library, a daemon
(libvirtd) and a command line tool (virsh). It enables seam-
less integration of the virtualization with the hypervisor,
allowing to mask the underlying hardware for any target.
Challenge II: Integration with the software stack. To
simplify integration of the HRM frameworks with the soft-
ware stack, an intuitive programming interface for working
with HRM needs to be introduced. Such an interface should
expose low-level functions to the user and extend the OS to
enable data allocation on different reliability domains.

2.4 QoS: Reliability and Availability
It is expected that applications and VMs run on error-free
nodes in data centers. However, failures may manifest due to
various sources [47, 60], which make a node unavailable for
some period of time. It is evident that in HRM, whereVDD or

TREF I are relaxed for one of the memory domains, DRAMs
are more prone to failures. Thereby, an application or VM
which has allocated data on a memory domain operating
under relaxed parameters may result in a wrong output or
even a crash when affected by a DRAM error.
Typically, manufacturers measure the reliability of hard-

ware using the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF). While
the node downtime due to a failure is quantified as theMean
Time to Recover (MTTR). We use these metrics to estimate
the availability or QoS of a VM:

QoS(VM) = 1 −
MTTR
MTBF

(1)

Both MTTR and MTBF depend on a type of the running
workload or VM, while MTBF is affected by the inherent
hardware reliability. Public cloud providers use Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) to ensure a desired availability guaran-
tee for each VM. Essentially, the SLA defines the maximum
downtime of the provided cloud service for a certain period
of time. For example, operators of data centers providing a
99.9% SLA need to ensure that the downtime of each server
is less than 43 minutes per month, while for data centers
with a 97% SLA, the acceptable downtime is about 21 hours.
Challenge III: Runtime management of the Energy-
QoS trade-offs. To ensure the seamless operation of a server
and satisfy the cloud user’s requested QoS, there is a need
for new runtime QoS-aware management schemes that scale
the DRAM circuit parameters to improve energy efficiency,
while handling errors that may compromise availability of
VMs.

Such schemes should be designed to adjust the DRAM
settings considering the different operating conditions (e.g.
temperature) that may affect DRAM reliability. To meet the
targeted QoS and provide a guarantee for the SLA, the HRM
framework shall also be combined with error handling mech-
anisms, such as ECC to correct a number of errors [40, 51, 71]
or CR mechanisms for VMs [21, 30] to recover a server in
case of a crash. However, such schemes have never been
evaluated jointly within a real server under varying operat-
ing conditions. This evaluation is essential since some error
handling mechanisms, such as CR, may significantly degrade
the availability of a server and thus QoS if not configured
properly.
Challenge IV: Experimental Evaluation. Relaxing
DRAM parameters may result in an increased number of
errors, especially in case of high DRAM temperatures. There-
fore, any attempt to develop themechanisms discussed above
requires an evaluation of the error behavior for DRAM oper-
ating under various temperatures on a real server.

In the past, experimental FPGA setups were used to char-
acterize the DRAMs under different temperatures and TREF I
by using thermal chambers [33, 41]. However, such setups
cannot be used to evaluate DRAM reliability while running
a complete virtualization stack. Moreover, a server cannot



be tested within a thermal chamber, as in the case of an
FPGA board, due to numerous components that are sensi-
tive to high temperatures. Therefore, there is a need to build
a custom thermal server testbed to evaluate the discussed
mechanisms.

3 Proposed HRM System Design
In this section, we present HaRMony and its software-
based interleaving scheme that reduces significantly the per-
formance overhead incurred due to disabling HardInterlv
(Challenge-I). We also introduce the interface for exposing
HRM capabilities to the user within a modern software stack
(Challenge-II), as well as the automated and user-guided
policies for energy-reliability management that we integrate
with HaRMony.

3.1 Software-based Interleaving
Operating systems utilize virtual addresses for data alloca-
tion, which are translated to physical addresses when the
accesses are forwarded to the main memory. The MCU trans-
lates the requested physical addresses to the location in a
specific DIMM using an interleaving function. Note that after
disabling HardInterlv, the OS handles the allocation process
and can use the bandwidth available from multiple MCUs
by allocating pages across the MCUs. This way, we can still
enable memory interleaving at the software level by map-
ping the continuous virtual address space to the segments of
physical addresses corresponding to different MCUs. We call
this scheme Software-basedMemory Interleaving (SoftInterlv).
SoftInterlv allows on-the-fly selection of the interleaving
function and the number of MCUs that will be interleaved
for each allocation. Note that the minimum stride available
for applying interleaving in the memory management of the
Linux OS is at the page level.
Figure 2c presents an example of a system with 4 MCUs

where HardInterlv is disabled. In this figure, we illustrate
how consecutive virtual addresses, 0x00000-0x00100 (col-
ored in green), are mapped to memory from one MCU.When
we enable SoftInterlv the allocated data, for example, the data
pointed by the addresses from 0x10000-0x10100 range (col-
ored in red) depicted in Figure 2c, are distributed across 3
MCUs. This way, we increase the memory bandwidth since
the memory accesses are handled in parallel. Such a mech-
anism addresses Challenge-I and reduces the performance
overhead incurred when we disable HardInterlv.

Linux Kernel Modifications. To implement the pro-
posed SoftInterlv, we extend the Non-Uniform Memory Ac-
cess (NUMA) interface that is available in Linux OS. Systems
with multiple sockets may have varying memory access time,
which depends on the NUMA distance between the socket
and an accessed MCU. In such systems, a NUMA domain is a
group of DRAM modules connected to the same socket. We
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Figure 4. The scheme of data allocation in HRM.

use fake NUMA domains and bind each of them with a sepa-
rate MCU, even though the memory access time is identical
for each server core. The latest Linux kernel already exposes
an interface to create fake NUMA domains and assign cores
and ranges of memory to such domains. To enable this on
the ARMv8 architecture used in our study, we ported the
code from the x86-64 architecture and made the necessary
changes to suit the ARM architecture.

We introduce a fake NUMA domain for each MCU, which
is assigned a specific range of memory addresses. In our
framework, the NUMA domains are associated with one of
the reliability domains either the Reliable Memory (RelMem)
or the Variably-reliable Memory (VarMem) domain. The
MCUs that operate under nominal parameters are part of the
RelMem domain, while the MCUs operating under relaxed
parameters are part of the VarMem domain. By default, ap-
plications allocate data in the first NUMA domain that we
always assign to the RelMem domain.

When memory allocations fill up the capacity of the mem-
ory of the RelMem domain, we set the parameters on one
MCU belonging to the VarMem domain to the nominal ones.
By doing so, we can dynamically increase the capacity of the
RelMem domain depending on the requirements. Note that
even though previously the parameters of the VarMemMCU
were relaxed, the subsequently allocated data will be reliably
stored in this MCU after reinstating the nominal ones.

Our framework can be adopted in most servers that have a
separate memory address space for each memory channel or
servers where memory channel interleaving can be disabled.
HaRMony can be also used in multi-socket systems, since it
does not restrict the use of the original NUMA interface.

3.2 Allocation Interface
By default, the Linux kernel and every application, which
uses the standard system allocation functions, i.e., malloc,
allocate data in RelMem, as depicted in Figure 4 for APP 1.
This is achieved by the NUMA distances, where the RelMem
domain appears as a local domain, i.e., small NUMA distance,
to the processors and the VarMem domain as a remote mem-
ory domain, i.e., high NUMAdistance. In this way, the default
NUMA policy for allocations is that all allocations are target-
ing the local/RelMem domain, unless explicitly requesting
memory from the remote/VarMem domain. To provide this
capability in HaRMony, the user can explicitly request mem-
ory from a specific domain for a whole application through



the NUMA interface using the numactl command. Particu-
larly, the parameter ---membind can be passed to numactl
to define the reliability domain that will be used to allocate
data. In Figure 4, APP 2 is an example of such an allocation,
where all the application data is assigned to the VarMem
domain.
We enable SoftInterlv for the memory in HaRMony by

extending the numactl command with a new parameter
---interleave. Thus, we can utilize the memory channel
parallelism and exploit the bandwidth of multiple MCUs, sim-
ilar to HardInterlv. We can enable SoftInterlv across all the
MCUs or only across the MCUs that belong to the VarMem
domain. The first option will allow us to achieve the highest
utilization of memory parallelism. While for the second op-
tion, the reliable MCUs are used only to store critical data
and are not bloated with data from the VarMem domain.
To choose the memory domain for a specific data al-

location within an application, we extend the standard
memory allocation interface, i.e., malloc, with a new inter-
face, numa_alloc_onnode, that allocates data in a particular
NUMA domain. Similar to numactl, we pass a parameter
in numa_alloc_onnode to enable SoftInterlv across MCUs.
The programmer can manually allocate less-critical data
structures in the VarMem domain using this interface by
modifying the source code of an application. Figure 4 illus-
trates such an allocation, where APP 0 allocates a part of the
heap data in the VarMem domain.

To use HRM, the programmer should make an additional
analysis of workloads to identify the criticality of the data
structures and select a reliability domain where to allocate
these structures. Previously, several works [58] have ana-
lyzed the error resiliency of various workloads and intro-
duced automated methods to classify the error resiliency of
data structures using analytical models [45, 68]. We clarify
that the analysis of the data criticality is out of the scope of
this paper. Our framework enables the evaluation of the tech-
niques proposed in the previous studies on a real server and
provides a unique realistic interface which exposes the capa-
bilities of the HRM framework to users (partly addressing
Challenge-II).

3.3 HRM and Error Handling Policies
As we discussed in Section 2.4, intelligent error handling
mechanisms should be implemented in a server to maintain
a high QoS. In our study, we utilize and evaluate three dif-
ferent mechanisms at the hardware and software layers. We
utilize the hardware ECC as a first error handlingmechanism,
which is typically available in server-grade DRAMs. There
are different types of ECC but the vast majority of DRAMs im-
plement a single-error-correction, double-error-detection code
(SECDED). In systems that utilize such DRAMs, the Linux
system logging process records all errors, either correctable
or uncorrectable, detected by ECC and provides information
about a specific memory location where an error occurred:

Figure 5. QoS-aware management of DRAM settings.

specifically, the MCU, rank, bank, row and column. This
information enables us to identify which VM(s) have been
affected by a manifested error by tracking down the memory
error location and the memory domain in which each VM
has allocated its data.
In HaRMony, ECC provides sufficient protection against

errors in the data allocated in the RelMem domain, mini-
mizing the possibility of system/VM crashes. However, the
DIMMs assigned to the VarMem domain, operating under
relaxed circuit parameters, are prone to more errors, espe-
cially double/multiple-bit errors which usually cannot be
corrected by ECC. Therefore, to ensure high QoS for VMs
allocating data in the VarMem domain, it is essential to im-
plement advanced error handling mechanisms in addition
to ECC.

Note that the default policy of Linux OS in case of an un-
correctable error is to shut down the entire system to avoid
propagation of the error to the critical OS data. Such a pol-
icy results in a solid overhead since the system should be
restarted each time an uncorrectable error is detected, even
when this error has been obtained in the data allocated by a
running application or VM. Since we are interested in exploit-
ing ways to limit the conventional overheads, we change the
default policy and allow the hypervisor to continue execut-
ing the error-free VMs, while interrupting execution of the
VMs that have been affected by uncorrectable errors.

To further limit the overheads associated with restarting
the VMs affected by errors, we implement a checkpoint and
restart (CR) mechanism to recover VMs from an intermedi-
ate checkpoint. We call such an automated policy, that is
transparent to users, HRM-CR. We also introduce an alterna-
tive more aggressive policy, HRM-FT, which enables users to
exploit the inherent fault tolerant properties of applications.
Using HRM-FT, advanced users can disable the automatic
restarting of VMs when errors occur and thus avoid paying
any recovery cost. Such a user-guided policy requires users to
classify the data (critical or less-critical/error-resilient) [68]
and choose which data to allocate in a specific memory do-
main. Note that any other complementary resilient scheme
can be chosen to be implemented [45].
Below we provide details of an OS governor and both

policies implemented on our HRM framework. To the best of



our knowledge, we are the first to develop a governor with
fully-automated and user-guided fault resilience policies on a
real HRM system which provides the best trade-off between
the DRAM energy efficiency and QoS.

3.3.1 HRM-CR Policy:
Recovery Mechanism. Our CR mechanism stores the state
of a VM with a defined period in a reliable storage. However,
such a mechanism may incur a significant performance over-
head if not configured properly, since VM data and states
need to be stored in a disk or transferred over network. Thus,
it is necessary to find the optimal checkpointing interval,
which minimizes the total overhead.

The Young/Daly formula [16, 72] is well established for
identifying the optimal checkpointing interval (τopt ). It has
been verified, both theoretically and practically, and proven
to provide the optimal checkpoint interval. The basic as-
sumption of the formula is that the checkpoint duration and
checkpoint intervals are constant throughout the execution.
The τopt can be calculated using MTBF from Equation 2 and
time required to create a checkpoint (δ ).

τopt =
√
2 × δ ×MTBF (2)

If a CR mechanism is enabled for a VM, then the avail-
ability function of the VM (Equation 1) should be extended
to take into consideration the fraction of the time that the
system spends on checkpointing, as shown in Equation 3.

QoS(VM) = 1 −
MTTR
MTBF

−
δ

τopt
= 1 −

MTTR
MTBF

−

√
δ

2 MTBF
(3)

In our study, we use the QEMU hypervisor that imple-
ments CR functions. QEMU provides built-in functions, i.e.,
savevm and loadvm, to store and restore the state of a VM.
Figure 5 presents the scheme of integration of the HRM-CR
mechanism with the hypervisor. We keep two checkpoint
instances taken at different times and swap them to have a
working checkpoint in case QEMU crashes during the check-
pointing process. If an uncorrectable error or crash has been
obtained, we recover the VM state using the most recent
checkpoint. During the checkpointing/restarting process,
the node is not available to the user. The time which this
process takes is accounted as the downtime[35].

QoS-Aware DRAM Scaling Governor. To make the pol-
icy transparent to the user, we implement aQoS-aware DRAM
scaling governor (QAGov). In order to satisfy the requested
SLA, QAGov measures regularly the downtime for each VM.
If the downtime of a VM has exceeded the limit set for this
VM and led to the violation of the SLA, then the DRAM cir-
cuit parameters of the VarMem domain are changed to less
relaxed values (see Figure 5). QAGov regularly adjusts the
DRAM circuit parameters to maximize energy savings, while
satisfying the SLA specified by each user when running a
VM.

TREF I =


64ms , initially
TREF I + Finc ×

TREF I_MAX−TREF I
TREF I_MAX

, QoS(VM) > QoSreq
TREF I × Fdec , QoS(VM) ≤ QoSreq

(4)
Equation 4 defines how TREF I is scaled during the execu-

tion of VMs to meet the availability requested by the user,
QoSreq. Finc and Fdec denote the scaling factors of TREF I
when it is increased (Finc ) or decreased (Fdec ).

To improve the governorTREF I scaling policy, we limit the
maximum value of relaxed TREF I , TREF I_MAX , based on the
measured DRAM temperature which significantly affects the
retention time of cells [29]. In particular, we set TREF I_MAX
using Equation 5. This equation follows the well known
exponential model that estimates the DRAM cell retention
time as a function of temperature [29].

TREF I_MAX = 32 × e−0.051×θ (5)
The governor updates the considered DRAM parameters

(e.g.TREF I ) based on the measured QoS and DRAM tempera-
ture regularly within a 5-minute period and after each VM
restart to ensure that the QoS is not violated.
Note that any other varying condition that may affect

DRAM reliability, e.g. aging, could be considered in the gov-
ernor by monitoring the rate of correctable errors [60, 64],
which is a separate complementary topic for future work.

3.3.2 HRM-FT Policy.
To address Challenge-II, we extend the NUMA interface to
support HRM. We are the first to develop such an interface
for a real HRM system, which is based on the ARMv8 ar-
chitecture where the NUMA interface was not available by
default in the latest Linux version.

At the initialization phase of a VM, the host OS exposes the
available memory size of the reliability domains to the cloud
users and let them select the size of reliable and variably-
reliable memory domains. The user has access to the DRAM
parameters via a new interface that can be used in a VM,
set_trefi and get_trefi. Figure 5 shows the interfaces
that are available for the advanced use of HRM-FT. Note that
the set_trefi does not directly set the TREF I for a server,
the hypervisor chooses the TREF I for the VarMem domain
that is closer to the nominal settings among all the settings
requested by users for this server. In this way, each VM
allocating data in VarMem meets the requested QoS.

4 Experimental Evaluation Setup
In this section, we discuss the details of our novel experi-
mental evaluation setup, addressing Challenge-IV.

4.1 Implementation on a Server
Server Platform. To enable our study, we implement the
NonInterlv configuration and HaRMony on a commodity



Table 1. Specifications of the ARMv8-based X-Gene 2 server

Description Value

# of Cores / Core Frequency / LLC 8 / 2.4 GHz / 8 MB
Last Level Cache 8 MB (shared)
# of Memory Controllers 4
Memory Size 8 GB/MCU, Total 32 GB
Memory Type DDR3-1866, SECDED ECC
Memory Characteristics 2 rank/MCU, 8 banks/rank,

f64 K rows/bank, 64 B cache line

Maximum Core Power 34 W
Maximum Memory Power 10.5 W
Percentage of Memory Power 23.6%

server featuring the AppliedMicro/Ampere X-Gene 2 [63]
ARMv8 processor (CPU), the specifications of which are
provided in Table 1. All memory operations in X-Gene 2
are handled by 4 MCUs, which are divided in 2 groups of
Memory Controller Bridges (MCBs), as shown in Figure 1.
Each MCU can be populated with up to 2 DDR3 DIMMs
running at 1866 MT/s. In our setup, we use 4 Micron DDR3
8GB DIMMs [49], one for each MCU, consisting of 72 DRAM
chips. Recent evaluations [27, 28] have indicated that X-Gene
2 provides memory bandwidth similar to that of an Intel®
Xeon® E5.

The X-Gene 2 server features a dedicated processor to
enable power management, monitoring of sensors and con-
figuration of system parameters. Those parameters include
MCU initialization and memory operating parameters (such
as TREF I and VDD ). During the MCU initialization, we can
define the level of HardInterlv, either across all 4 MCUs or
across the 2 MCUs of each MCB or completely disable it. The
default configuration of X-Gene 2 (as in almost all servers)
is to have HardInterlv enabled across all MCUs.

The X-Gene 2 server has voltage and current sensors that
are integrated on the X-Gene 2 motherboard. These sensors
enables us to measure the power for the processor and each
MCB. We calculate the total energy consumption of the sys-
tem (Etotal ) by integrating the measured DRAM and CPU
power (Ptotal ) over the duration of the experiments (T ) for
each benchmark, as shown in Equation 6.

Etotal =

∫ T

0
Ptotal (t)dt (6)

Software Stack. X-Gene 2 runs CentOS 7 with the Linux
kernel 4.11, which we extend to implement HaRMony, as
described in the following sections. The QEMU hypervisor
(version 3.0.50) available in our virtualization stack is built
with support of KVM and the libvirt library (version 4.5.0).

Refresh Rate. The maximum allowed TREF I in the X-
Gene 2 platform is 2.283 s (35×more than the nominal 64ms)
and each MCU can independently be configured. As we dis-
cuss in Section 3, the HRM-CR policy of our governor dy-
namically adjusts theTREF I of the VarMem domain based on
the specified QoS and measured DRAM temperature. In our

study, we select the scaling factors Finc = 30 and Fdec = 0.7
experimentally to slowly relax TREF I and quickly recover it
to the nominal values when the SLA is violated. Note that
other DRAM circuit parameters (e.g. timing parameters) that
were utilized by prior studies [38] can also be integrated in
our governor, while this study focuses on the adjustment of
TREF I .

Operating Supply Voltage.VDD can be controlled at the
MCB level, i.e., per 2 MCUs. However, we do not adjust VDD
in the governor, since the scaling of VDD does not affect the
reliability of the server considerably. In our experiments, we
reduced VDD for the VarMem domain (MCB 1) from the de-
fault 1.5V down to to 1.425V (5% reduction). Note that this is
the minimum voltage specified by the DIMM datasheet [49].
Our experiments indicated that any further reduction of
VDD results in an instantaneous crashing of the server. We
attribute this to the fact that 1.425 V is the default voltage
cutoff threshold adopted in the power regulators used in the
specific board.

Temperature. To perform the experiments under con-
trolled temperatures, we implement a unique temperature-
controlled server testbed using heating elements [33]. Fig-
ure 6a shows the X-Gene 2 board with four DIMMs fitted
with our custom adapters. Each adapter consists of a resis-
tive element, with thermally conductive tape transferring
the heat to all the chips of a DIMM in a uniform way, and
a thermocouple to measure temperature. The temperature
of each element is regulated by a controller board, as shown
in Figure 6b, which contains a Raspberry Pi 3 [19], four
closed-loop PID controllers [8], and eight solid-state relays
controlling the resistive elements of each DIMM and rank
independently.

4.2 HRM Configurations
We can configure HaRMony using different number of MCUs
dedicated to the RelMem and VarMem domains. Our server
has 4 MCUs, which implies that we can use 1 or 2 MCUs for
the RelMem domain and 3 or 2 for VarMem, respectively. To
maximize energy savings, in this study, we use the configu-
ration of HRM where one MCU is assigned to the RelMem
domain and 3 MCUs are used for the VarMem domain.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) X-Gene 2 with the custom thermal adapters
and (b) Temperature controller board.



Table 2. Evaluated workloads under the QEMU hypervisor.

(a) Workloads sensitive to errors

Workload Domain Memory Execution MPKI
(MB) time (min:sec)

nw Bioinformatics 312 1:18 11.03
kmeans Machine Learning 277 3:15 1.87
backprop Machine Learning 351 0:48 43.52
srad Image Processing 393 1:38 12.27
bc Graph Processing 9408 3:18 4.47
bfs Graph Search 9408 1:03 4.38
pagerank Website Ranking 176 0:39 33.29

(b) Error-resilient workloads HRM-FT.

blackscholes Financial 626 2:30 0.58
x264 Video Processing 202 4:40 11.89
fluidanimate Fluid Dynamics 72 0:18 0.79

4.3 Workloads
To evaluate the performance of HaRMony, we choose a set
of workloads which stress the processor and memory in dif-
ferent ways. In our experiments, we use the SPEC CPU2006
suite [31] to quantify the impact of the disabled HardInterlv
and proposed HRM on performance when running applica-
tions in a non-virtualized environment. We are using the
ref data inputs, while running a single-threaded instance of
the benchmark for each core of the 8 cores in parallel. This
allow us to allocate larger memory footprints that range
from 72MB up-to 13.1GB which are representative of various
workloads and stress more the processor and memory. Fig-
ure 7e presents the memory size and the memory intensity
of those benchmarks measured as last-level cache misses per
kilo-instructions (MPKI).

To evaluate HRM integrated with the virtualization stack
and introduced policies (HRM-CR andHRM-FT), wemake ex-
periments with two sets of VMs that execute workloads with
different fault-resiliency characteristics. Table 2 presents the
characteristics of these workloads, in terms of their domain,
memory size, execution time and MPKI. The first set of VMs
(Table 2a) is composed of four workloads from the Rodinia
benchmark suite [12] and three workloads from the Ligra
graph processing framework [62] that cannot tolerate errors
during their execution, since memory errors in such work-
loads may result in application crashes. The second set of
VMs (Table 2b) includes three workloads from the Parsec
benchmark suite [6]. Each application from this set exhibits
error-resilient properties in some of their data structures, as
it has been shown previously [58].
Overall, the considered benchmarks are representative

since they not only cover typical benchmarks, HPC and data
analytics workloads, but also stress the DRAM with varying
memory access rates and memory footprints [28]. Although
some of the investigated benchmarks have a small memory
footprint, their memory access rates and patterns (sequential,

random, stride) are representative of applications executed
on systems with bigger memory capacity.
Note that the dynamic DRAM power depends on the ac-

cess rate of each benchmark, while the idle DRAM power
depends on the system memory capacity (irrespective of the
workload’s memory footprint) [65]. Increasing the memory
capacity will increase the idle DRAM power consumption
due to the increased memory that needs to be refreshed. In
this case, HaRMony will lead to even higher energy sav-
ings due to the applied relaxed refresh rate on potentially
more memory. The dynamic DRAM power consumption will
not change irrespectively of the memory capacity’s increase
(assuming that the workload and the number of memory
controllers remain the same).

5 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance, power, energy
efficiency and QoS for three memory configurations of the
ARMv8 server: i) the default HardInterlv configuration; ii)
the NonInterlv configuration and iii) HaRMony.

5.1 Native Execution
We first run the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks natively and
evaluate the performance, power and energy efficiency of the
aforementioned configurations. The following experiments
are conducted without using the thermal testbed, thus the
DRAM temperature is low (under 50◦C) and the server is not
affected by errors during any experiment.

5.1.1 Performance Evaluation
Figure 7a compares the execution time of benchmarks run-
ning on the server that uses the NonInterlv configuration
and HaRMony. In this figure, we present the execution time
of each benchmark as a percentage of the execution time of
the benchmark running on the server with the baseline mem-
ory configuration, in which HardInterlv is enabled by default.
Note that, in Figure 7, we use SPEC identification numbers
to designate benchmarks. We see that the NonInterlv config-
uration incurs a performance overhead of 29.3% (geometric
mean), which is expected as the memory bandwidth is not
fully utilized. While HaRMony allows us to reduce this over-
head down to 1.1% and 5.4% by enabling SoftInterlv across 4
and 3 MCUs, respectively.

Notably, the highest performance overheads are obtained
for 462.libquantum and 470.lbm, which can reach up to
212% and 228% for the NonInterlv configuration, respectively.
Similarly for HaRMony, the same benchmarks incur the high-
est overhead, up-to 10.2% and 8.6%, respectively, when 4
MCUs are interleaved. To investigate if the performance
overhead is related to a high memory access intensity, we
measure MPKI of each workload. However, we have not dis-
covered a strong correlation betweenMPKI and performance
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Figure 7. (a) The execution time, (b) the average DRAM
power, (c) the DRAM energy and (d) the total energy (proces-
sor and memory) of the NonInterlv system and HaRMony
normalized to the time/power/energy of the HardInterlv con-
figuration for native benchmark runs. (e) MPKI and memory
footprint measured for each benchmark.

overhead (see Figure 7e). We suggest that the high perfor-
mance overhead observed for these particular benchmarks
could be explained by specific memory access patterns that
raise the number of bank conflicts and thus increase the
average memory access latency.

5.1.2 Power and Energy Evaluation
To achieve the maximum power savings, we configure the
MCUs/DIMMs assigned to the VarMem domain using the
most low-power settings for VDD and TREF I . We lower VDD
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Figure 8. (a) The execution time and (b) the total energy
(processor and memory) of the NonInterlv configuration and
HaRMony normalized to the time/energy of the HardInterlv
system for virtualized workloads.

down to 1.425 V for the second MCB (MCU 2 and 3) and
increase TREF I to 2.283 s , the maximum available TREF I , for
MCU 1, 2 and 3.
Figure 7b depicts the power of DRAM operating under

scaled circuit parameters for the NonInterlv configuration
and HaRMony. We present these measurements as a percent-
age of the memory power measured for the baseline configu-
ration (HardInterlv is enabled) when DRAM operates under
the nominal VDD and TREF I . We observe that the geometric
mean of the DRAM power reduction is similar for HaRMony
with either 3 or 4 interleaved MCUs, at 19.4% and 19.5%. The
NonInterlv system has even higher DRAM power reduction
at 20.9%, which we attribute to a low memory access rate
obtained when there in no any memory interleaving.
Interestingly, the benchmarks that incur the high-

est performance overhead for NonInterlv and HaRMony
(462.libquantum and 470.lbm), consume also the highest
DRAM power. Such results may indicate that these bench-
marks have a high number of bank conflicts, which, as we
assume, increase the DRAM power, since in case of a con-
flict a new row is opened, and thus pre-charged, the row
is accessed. In other words, the performance degradation
obtained when we disable HardInterlv may be explained
not only by the reduction in the bandwidth but also by the
varying memory access patterns.

Figure 7c shows the DRAM energy for the NonInterlv con-
figuration and HaRMony. Similar to power measurements,
we present all the energy measurements as a percentage
of the energy consumed by DRAM on the server with the
baseline configuration, in which HardInterlv is enabled and
DRAM operates under the nominal circuit parameters. We
see that the geometric mean of the DRAM energy consump-
tion of the NonInterlv memory configuration is higher by



2.4% compared to the energy consumption of the baseline
configuration. By contrast, we see that the geometric mean
of the DRAM energy reduction is 17.7% and 15.2% for HaR-
Monywith 4 and 3 interleavedMCUs, respectively, compared
to the server which uses the baseline DRAM configuration.
Moreover, in HaRMony with 4 MCUs interleaved only 5
benchmarks, i.e., 458, 416, 436, 444 and 453, have DRAM
energy reduction less than 5%.
Figure 7d shows the total energy of the processor and

memory for the NonInterlv configuration and HaRMony,
similarly to Figure 7c but for the entire system (processor
and memory). We observe that the geometric mean of the
system energy consumption for the NonInterlv configuration
is 17.2% higher, while HaRMony with 3 MCUs interleaved
is 0.6% lower than the baseline system for the considered
benchmarks. These results indicate that any implementa-
tion of HRM system that does not mitigate the performance
overhead or that is not optimally configured will not be
energy efficient. HaRMony with 4 MCUs interleaved can
achieve 8.6% total system energy savings (geometric mean
across benchmarks). To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to demonstrate the energy savings which can be
achieved by HRM on a real server. Moreover, when HRM
is properly configured these energy savings exceed by far
the ones demonstrated in prior simulator-based studies (1%
savings) [44].

5.2 Evaluation of HRM for virtualized workloads
To investigate the efficacy of HaRMony integrated with the
QEMU hypervisor, we run the virtualized workloads pre-
sented in Table 2 on the server that uses the three configu-
rations discussed above. Similar to the native execution of
benchmarks, we are not using the thermal testbed for the
performance, power and energy evaluation and no errors
occurred during those experiments.

5.2.1 Performance Evaluation
Figure 8a depicts the execution times, which we present
similarly to Figure 7a, of the virtualized workloads running
on the server with the NonInterlv memory configuration and
HaRMony. Our first observation is that SoftInterlv enables
us to reduce the average performance overhead incurred due
to disabled HardInterlv from 12.6%, which is obtained for
the NonInterlv configuration, down to 6.1% and 6.7% when
4 and 3 MCUs are interleaved, respectively.

Overhead of the Checkpointing. To estimate the opti-
mal checkpointing interval (τopt ), we need to measure the
time which is required to make a checkpoint (δ ) and the
Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) according to Equation 3.
Table 3 presents the measured δ across different workloads.
We measured δ by making 4 checkpoints for each workload
with different intervals, which are 1, 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes.
We found that δ is not affected by the checkpointing interval.
Following this observation, for the rest of the experiments
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Figure 9. TREF I scaled by QAGov when running a VM with
the x264 benchmark at different temperatures.

we consider a constant δ for each workload. A side notice
is that δ in our system is considerably high as we use hard
disk drives for the storage of the checkpoint data and not
solid state drives, which would provide a much faster writing
speed.
As MTBF is affected by the DRAM circuit parameters,

which are changed by the governor at runtime, it is hard, if
not impossible, to measure it. However, Equation 3 can be
solved for the worst-case/minimum MTBF that the server
can tolerate if we fix the QoS at the lowest value that the
user has requested, the Mean Time to Recover (MTTR) and δ
for each VM. We measure MTTR by recovering VMs after
1, 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes of execution. Similar to δ , we
discovered that MTTR is constant for each workload and
does not depend on when we start recovery. Table 3 presents
the measured MTTR and calculated minimum MTBF that
the server can tolerate for QoSreq = 97%. Finally, with all the
required information shown in Table 3, we estimate τopt for
QoSreq = 97% and each workload (see Table 3). We observe
that τopt varies by up to 2.5× across workloads, whichmainly
depends on the duration of the checkpointing process, as
shown by our experiments. A system with a faster check-
pointing would allow to have more frequent checkpoints at
the same overhead.

Table 3.Workload-aware parameters of the HRM-CR policy.

Workload Average δ Average MTTR Min MTBF τopt
(seconds) (seconds) (minutes) (minutes)

for QoSreq = 0.97

nw 44 54 463 26
kmeans 46 52 484 27
backprop 55 57 569 32
srad 62 56 635 36
bc 38 54 409 23
bfs 42 53 445 25
pagerank 51 52 528 30
blackscholes 30 55 334 18
x264 30 58 344 19
fluidanimate 22 52 260 14
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Figure 10. The number of errors manifested when using the HRM-FT policy: (a) correctable at 60◦C , (b) correctable at 80◦C
and (c) uncorrectable at 80◦C . (d) The percentage of the DRAM power consumed by the refresh for different densities of chips.

5.2.2 Power and Energy Evaluation
Figure 8b shows the total energy of the server (DRAM and
processor) measured for the virtualized workloads when we
enable the HRM-CR policy which dynamically adjustsTREF I .
We present all the energy measurements as a percentage of
the energy consumed by the server which uses the baseline
configuration, in which HardInterlv is enabled and DRAM
operates under the nominal circuit parameters. We see that
the geometric mean of the system energy savings is 5.9%
and 8.4% for HaRMony when 4 and 3 MCUs are interleaved,
respectively. We observe that HaRMony with 3 MCUs is
more energy efficient for virtualized workloads, and this
can be attributed to the fact that both systems have similar
performance overheads for the investigated benchmarks.
Thus, we conclude that HaRMony with either 4 ir 3 MCUs
interleaved is effective for running virtualized workloads.

Scaling of Power and Energy Savings.We implement
HRM on an energy efficient ARMv8-based server which
makes the obtained energy savings even more remarkable.
Although our study indicates that we can save up to 8.6%
of the system energy on average, by using the HRM imple-
mented on 1Gb DDR3, these savings will be much higher for
future generations of DRAM chips. It was previously shown
that the DRAM refresh power grows exponentially with
the density of DRAM devices [42]. To evaluate this growth,
we use the methodology presented by the manufacturer of
DIMMs [65] and results presented in one of the previous
works [42]. Figure 10d shows the percentage of the DRAM
power spent on refresh for current and future DRAM chips.
We see that the refresh power will reach almost 30% of the
total DRAM power for 64Gb DRAM chips, which is almost
9× higher than the same contribution for 1Gb DRAM chips
used in our study.

In our study we use 4 DIMMs for a total of 32 GB memory,
while the board can have up to 8 DIMM slots for a total of
512 GB of DRAM memory. By populating all the slots, the
average system energy savings provided by HRM can reach
even higher as the ratio of memory to total power will be
increased. Thus, the energy savings enabled by HRM scales
up not only with the density of DRAM chips but also with
the number and size of DRAM devices.

5.2.3 Availability Evaluation
Our QAGov scales TREF I dynamically during the lifetime of
VMs based on the measured QoS and DIMM temperature.
Figure 9 demonstrates how the governor scales TREF I for a
VM executing the x264 workload when the DRAM tempera-
ture varies from 45◦C up to 80◦C . On the left-axis (orange)
of this figure, we show the availability of the VM (QoS). We
depict the minimumQoS requested by the user, QoSreq, using
a solid horizontal red line. The right-axis (blue) showsTREF I
that is changed dynamically by QAGov, while the second
right-axis (green) shows the DRAM temperature, θ , of the
DIMMs. The light colored vertical lines indicate timestamps
when the VM is checkpointed, while the dark lines indicate
the moments when the VM detected an uncorrectable error
and has recovered to a previous checkpoint. As expected, we
see that QAGov relaxes TREF I as long as QoS(VM) > QoSreq.
Initially, QoS(VM) starts at 100% and then it decreases with
time, since each checkpoint makes the system unavailable
for δ seconds. It is seen that if the VM crashes and needs to
be restarted, QoS(VM) may be lower than QoSreq; in this case
the governor reduces TREF I quickly until QoS(VM) > QoSreq.
Interestingly, in Figure 9 we see that the VM has crashed at
the 16th hour, however QoS(VM) has only momentarily been
lower than QoSreq. As a result, the relaxedTREF I has not been
changed significantly, which demonstrates that our governor
works properly. Furthermore, we observe that QAGov has
limited TREF I_MAX , which does not exceed 768ms, in a pe-
riod from 26th to 33th hour since the DRAM temperature has
increased up to 80◦C , demonstrating that QAGov is effective
even at extreme DRAM temperatures.

5.2.4 Evaluation of HRM-FT
The use of HRM-FT enables us to operate VarMem under
the maximum TREF I , which is available on our server, and
thus mitigate the 3% performance overhead introduced by
the CR mechanism. Figures 10a and 10b show the number of
correctable errors manifested when running different bench-
marks with enabled HRM-FT (4 MCUs are interleaved us-
ing SoftInterlv) at 60◦C and 80◦C , respectively. Figure 10c
presents the number of uncorrectable errors, which we ob-
serve only when the DRAM temperature rises to 80◦C . We



see that the number of correctable and uncorrectable er-
rors vary across benchmarks by up to 6× and 2.5×, which
implies that program inherent features may significantly af-
fect DRAM reliability. Furthermore, we also measure how
many times out of the total number of experiments we ob-
serve incorrect executions for each workload. We consider
the execution of a program as incorrect if the output of the
program differs from the expected/golden output. The per-
centage of executions that are incorrect can be as low as 0.5%
(fluidanimate) and can reach up to 18% (x264) at 80◦C .
Thus, HRM-FT allows the users to achieve higher energy
savings than the HRM-CR policy, however the user should
implement additional software methods to handle DRAM
errors if they affect the reliability of a specific application.

Source code modifications. To use the HRM-FT policy,
it is sufficient to introduce minimal changes to the applica-
tion source code. For example, we added 28 lines of code to
allocate the application data of x264 in the VarMem domain,
which is negligible in comparison with the size of the original
code (21000 lines). We also discovered that the performance
overhead introduced by the source code changes (malloc is
substituted with numa_alloc_onnode) is insignificant.

6 Related Work
HeterogeneousReliabilityMemory. The use of HRM [45,
46] and placement of data in each type of memory based on
the required reliability [26, 44, 45, 55] has gained a lot of
attention in recent years. HRM can be also used to enable
energy efficient approximate computing [13, 50, 59, 68, 69].
However, those schemes have never been implemented and
evaluated on a real system, and have not addressed any
practical limitations, as we do in this study. Furthermore,
fault-injection [45] tools were utilized for investigating their
error resiliency, which may not correspond to a realistic
DRAM error behavior.

Memory Interleaving. An analysis of different DRAM
architectures [15] has shown the advantages of interleaving,
especially in future DRAMs. To increase the memory band-
width, one of the prior works has proposed a hardware pro-
grammable memory interleaver [25]. However, such an ap-
proach requires intrusive hardwaremodifications and system
software support. Bank-level interleaving schemes [43, 73]
have been proposed to enable partitioning of data across
banks at the software level. Even though, they may reduce
significantly the number of bank conflicts triggered by par-
allel accesses to DRAM, the proposed techniques interleave
data only at the bank level.

Relaxed DRAM circuit parameters. There are sev-
eral studies [4, 5, 14, 41, 42, 53, 70] that proposed to re-
lax TREF I and improve DRAM energy efficiency. Most of
those schemes require an initial characterization of the cell

retention time. However, the interference between neigh-
boring cells [1, 52, 56] and the resultant variable cell reten-
tion time (VRT) [54, 57, 57] make these schemes impractical,
since they also require intrusive hardware modifications.
Other schemes try to exploit the implicit refresh of each
access [23, 67] and error-resilient application properties [34],
which are orthogonal to our work. Some studies have pro-
posed to relax DRAM circuit parameters and use ECC to
handle all manifesting errors [40, 51]. These studies imposed
an assumption that all errors are corrected by ECC and did
not propose mechanisms to handle uncorrectable errors. A
few research studies [10, 17, 18, 36] have investigated the
effect ofVDD scaling on DRAM reliability. It has been shown
that VDD does not have a significant impact on DRAM relia-
bility if it is close to the nominal threshold.
The error characterization of DRAM operating under

scaled TREF I has been conducted using embedded proces-
sors [2] or FPGAs in many studies [33, 34, 41], however these
studies did not consider the effect of a full system stack on
DRAM reliability, that can be systematically investigated
only on real systems.
Previous works have also tried to relax DRAM timings

parameters and thus improve performance and energy ef-
ficiency of DRAM [9, 38, 61]. In our future work, we will
extend our policies to control these parameters and investi-
gate the energy gain that we can achieve on a real server.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we present HaRMony, a heterogeneous-
reliability memory framework, implemented on a real
ARMv8-based server with a fully-fledged virtualization stack.
We demonstrate that HaRMony effectively addresses chal-
lenges, such as hardware memory interleaving, that hampers
implementing HRM. To enable reliable execution of virtu-
alized and non-virtualized workloads, we integrate HaR-
Mony with several mechanisms, such as the VM check-
pointing/restarting mechanism, which automatically handle
DRAM errors. We design the first of its kind QoS-aware gov-
ernor that dynamically adjusts DRAM circuit parameters to
minimize the system energy consumption, while meeting
the requested QoS. Our results show that HaRMony enables
8.6% system energy savings on average for non-virtualized
and 8.4% for virtualized workloads, ensuring the seamless
server operation even under extreme temperatures.
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